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Your cabinet maker/joiner Will help You:thinking ahead.
With Storage Space planning.

perSonal advice

his experience and specialist knowledge make  
your cabinet maker/joiner the competent contact 
for intelligent furniture solutions. Within the  
context of personal advice, you will jointly develop  
the optimum solution for your storage space.

cuStomiSed Storage Space SolutionS

rooms can be as individual as their inhabitants.  
the planning with your cabinet maker/joiner ensures 
that all corners and niches of your room can be  
adapted to your individual requirements. this creates 
optimum space conditions for you and your very  
personal storage space solution.

QualitY doWn to the laSt detail

the furniture solutions from your cabinet maker/joiner 
is well thought-out, down to the last detail. modern 
furniture fitting and hardware systems and clever 
accessories support you with the organisation of your 
storage space. Well-proven equipment makes your 
daily life more comfortable, by giving you more of an 
overview, organisation and convenient access to all 
stored utensils.
 

Whether at home or at work: Space is a scarce commodity.  
that is why it is essential for it to be used in an optimum manner. 

optimum use of space can only be achieved to a limited extent  
with standard solutions, as they can neither take account  
of the existing space situations nor your personal requirements.

this brochure intends to show you clever ideas and individual 
possibilities for the use of storage space. furnishing examples,  
from dressing rooms to offices, illustrate how space can be  
used and organised in an optimal way. let yourself be inspired. 
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1 Shoe rack 
pull-out 
extending and rotating (180°)  

space for up to 50 pairs of shoes  

cat. no. 806.22.301

2 boot hanger 
cat. no. 842.73.350

3 hook for boot hanger 
cat. no. 844.77.001

4 designer rail end support 
cat. no. 803.51.071

5 mirror 
extending, swivels by 180° 

cat. no. 805.72.291

6 drawer runners 
full extension 

with hold-in device 

cat. no. 420.76.951

Your wardrobe in the entrance area can hold more 
than just coats and jackets. thanks to well thought-out 
furniture fittings and hardware systems it also offers 
convenient space for shoes, bags and much more.  
using the pull-out mirror, you can then quickly check 
that everything is in its place before you leave the house.

7 Maxi Up chest fitting  
the flap fitting system  
for very gentle, even and 
space-saving opening  
of the lid, up to an angle  
of 75%. it holds the lid  
in any position, in a stable  
and reliable manner. 
cat. no. 373.85.701

a Wardrobe that containS 
more than clothing.

a Wardrobe that fitS 
everYWhere.

1 pull-out cabinet runners 
cat. no. 421.50.756

2 handle profile 
cat. no. 126.14.901

3 topco wardrobe, 
wall-mounted 
With topco the length,   

the number of hooks  

and the number of supports  

can be freely selected 

cat. no. 844.19.069

4 hook rail 
cat. no. 520.83.960

5 Shoe rack 
cat. no. 892.11.702

6 logo Shelf system 
column profile 3,000 mm 

cat. no. 814.00.930

is there a dead space under your stairs? You will  
be astonished at how competently it can be brought  
to life. this way, you can soon use every centimetre  
of room height and depth optimally, even under  
the stairs. the closed front offers a perfectly tidy image.

7 Special hinge for large 
opening angles  
this way, nothing stands 
in the way of access to the 
storage space: thanks to  
a special hinge, with which 
doors can be opened up  
to 180° and with full overlay 
mounting, even up to 270°.
cat. no. 344.06.000
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living and Working intelligentlY combined.
Would you like to prevent living and working from getting in the way of one another?  
that can be arranged. thanks to fully-integrated technology and sophisticated fittings  
for pulling out, sliding out, folding out and covering again, the office appears and  
disappears exactly when you need it.

14 Table pivot fitting  
With a simple turn, an additional worktop  
and surface is available. cat. no. 646.31.000

15 Sliding ladder  
get up there quickly and 
safely: this sliding ladder  
for tall heights is braked at 
the top and bottom while 
being used. it is also secured 
against accidental removal. 
cat. no. 819.27.001

13 TV Lift  
Screens will no longer dominate your living 
space. the heart and soul of this tv lift  
can be raised and lowered by the push of  
a button. cat. no. 421.68.455

1 hawa folding concepta 
sliding door fitting 
cat. no. 408.30.008

2 Safe 
cat. no. 836.23.380

3 led 1101 
multi-white  
recess mounted light 
cat. no. 833.00.610

4 Slido classic 12 if c 
Sliding door fitting 
cat. no. 402.33.003

5 eku frontino 20 
Sliding door fitting 
cat. no. 406.02.053

6 moovit drawer  
runner system  
white, metallic, 50 kg, 500 mm, 

92 mm drawer side height 

cat. no. 553.78.705

7 moovit drawer  
compartment system  
side and cross rails  

for cutting to size 

cat. no. 553.73.790

8 duo flap stay  
cat. no. 373.66.214

9 folding table fitting 
500 mm, 92 mm 

cat. no. 365.02.200

10 topco Se 52 
Wooden drawer  
cat. no. 557.62.052

11 led 1110 
cat. no. 833.00.680

12 duomatic premium  
titanium 110°  
concealed hinge  
cat. no. 329.17.704
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the inStant gueSt room juSt in caSe.
how do you create space for guests, even if you have no guest room? 
Why not simply do it like this: With a sofa that can be converted  
into a generously-sized guest bed in an instant.

1 Slido design if g 
Sliding door fitting 
cat. no. 402.30.032

2 loox led 2016 
rgb strip light 
cat. no. 833.73.450

3 bedside reading  
lamp  
cat. no. 830.46.770 

4 Speaker  
cat. no. 833.02.823

7 Teleletto foldaway bed fitting  
the sofa becomes a bed in just a few steps. the teleletto 
foldaway bed saves space and thanks to its wide dimen-
sions, it is even very often installed in hotels and pensions  
in form of a guest bed. cat. no. 271.89.020

6 Bluetooth receiver  
that's good to listen to. With the bluetooth 
receiver, enjoy your favourite songs from  
your smartphone wirelessly in the entire house 
and in the best sound quality. the device can 
be combined with rdS radio and the speakers  
of the 12 v system.  
cat. no. 833.02.821

5 Aluminium frame with glass panel  
let your ideas loose. from the Satinato  
effect to coloured glass, right up  
to individually selectable laser printing, 
almost everything is possible.
cat. no. 563.04.910
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WardrobeS that are not off the peg.
Your clothes and accessories fit you. but does a standard wardrobe also fit your 
clothing and accessories? luckily, it has never been so easy to ensure perfect 
organisation with tailor-made solutions. Well thought-out fittings ensure optimum 
space situation right into the remotest corner. this way, everything from the cuff 
link to the winter coat has its place.

1 Slido classic 60 vf t 
Sliding door fitting 
for 3 doors  

cat. no. 402.31.014

2 Wardrobe  
revolving fitting  
as mirror solution 

cat. no. 844.16.090

3 blum legrabox 
drawer runner system 
40 kg, nl 500 mm, silk white 

cat. no. 550.70.725  

4 tie rack 

cat. no. 807.21.740

5 flexstore  
pull-out frame 

nl 500 mm 

cat. no. 806.10.900

6 topco Se55 
Wooden drawer 
box 

cat. no. 557.62.055

7 holder for  
wooden drawer 
cat. no. 806.10.596

8 led 1080 
recess mounted light 
cat. no. 833.00.330

9 motion detector   
cat. no. 833.89.072

10 Wall unit lift 
cat. no. 504.65.900

11 larder unit pull-out 
cat. no. 546.59.935
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13 Wardrobe lift 
electrically or manually, 
your clothes rail approaches 
you. With this, you can 
take advantage of room 
heights of up to 2.8 metres, 
right to the last centimetre.  
cat. no. 805.23.743

12 EFL 80 Drawer runners, full extension  
this drawer runners are equipped with a 
mains operated electric drawer lock for 
indoor use, e.g. in furniture, offices and store 
fixtures. after a defined period of time, the 
system locks automatically. cat. no. 422.91.040

14 Duomatic Premium 
Lapis Cover caps  
available in 12 different 
finishes. they slide synchro- 
nously to the hinge parts.  
cat. no. 329.08.384
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pleaSe enter: Your Walk-in cloSet.
a dream of a room concept: the closet that is simultaneously your dressing room. 
Walk-in closets create storage space up to the ceiling, which can be set up in  
a particularly clearly laid out and comfortable manner. niches that are already 
available in the room can be elegantly integrated. this way, getting dressed can 
become an event that creates a good start to every day.

1 column profile 
logo Shelf system 

cat. no. 814.00.930

2 Support element  
for shelves  

logo Shelf system 

cat. no. 814.01.932

3 Support element  
for cabinets  

logo Shelf system 

cat. no. 814.01.940

4 Wardrobe lift  
cat. no. 805.20.532

5 adapter for  
wardrobe lift 
cat. no. 814.01.970 

6 Wire baskets  
cat. no. 806.10.221

7 trouser rack  

cat. no. 806.10.232

8 blum legrabox  
drawer runner system 
cat. no. 550.70.544

9 led 1813 
recess mounted light 
cat. no. 833.06.330

11 Flexstore Pull-out frame  
Wire baskets, laundry baskets, trouser racks, 
shoe racks and all of them extending. the 
flexstore system allows customised interior 
design. this makes organisation easy.  
cat. no. 806.10.900

10 Spiral garment rail  
hang up many items  
of clothing airily and clearly 
laid out in the smallest 
space. the spiral garment 
rail, which rotates 360°, 
solves space problems with 
surprising ease. 
cat. no. 805.69.202
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uSing the utilitY room efficientlY.
Storing the washing machine as easily as the detergent? no problem at all.  
look forward to a housekeeping solution in your own home, which doesn't cost 
any unnecessary space and is completely aesthetically and functionally clean. 

1 Swingfront  
door opening mechanism 
cat. no. 407.34.740

2 moovit  
drawer side runners  
nl 500 mm, white metallic 

cat. no. 553.59.705

3 cleaning material cabinet 
cat. no. 520.83.952 

4 Wall profile  
900 mm  

cat. no. 521.00.009

5 Shelf 
cat. no. 521.01.520

6 heavy duty runners 
cat. no. 422.10.850

7 ironing board 
cat. no. 568.60.963

8 protection rails 
heat-resistant up to 200°  

cat. no. 808.90.090

9 Step stool 
cat. no. 505.04.704

10 led 1057 
recess mounted light 
cat. no. 833.00.041

11 Sliding door  
systemfor Mobilus  
300 VF cabinets  
With a fixed cabinet at the 
back and a movable cabinet 
at the front – this is how to  
mobilise maximum storage 
space on a minimal area.  
cat. no. 431.99.000
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12 Wall cabinet lift
he moves the entire support-
ing surface gently up and 
down. and therefore guaran-
tees that you are always at 
eye-level with the contents of 
your cabinet when you need 
them. art.-nr. 504.65.900
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a SucceSSful experiment: the flexible laboratorY.
customised storage solutions also pay off in the industrial sector.
functional installations in the tightest space can be combined with 
specialist work surfaces and a coordinated lighting concept. 

12 Dialock EFL 3 
Furniture lock  
the electric furniture lock 
with integrated feedback 
contact. thanks to its  
flat design, it is perfectly  
suitable as a lock for 
furniture, tambour doors, 
hinged doors and  
drawers. cat. no. 237.56.304

11 Moovit drawer sides 60 mm  
the moovit drawer side runner system 
underlines the quality of your furniture  
and sets individual accents in an interplay 
with finishes and the interior equipment, 
which round off any living space or  
work space perfectly. cat. no. 553.78.605

10 Moovit Lock  
Safety and discretion with 
moovit lock: this is first 
double-walled drawer with  
a locking system that  
locks and unlocks at the  
selected time and saves 
interior space. ideal for  
all private and commercial 
areas. cat. no. 427.70.246

1 pharma org 
frame system 
basic frame  

cat. no. 701.01.110

2 effecta art board    
transparent panels  

with inset materials  

cat. no. 984.70.002

3 flap stay  
cat. no. 365.30.340

4 glass door hinges 
cat. no. 344.89.730

5 e-Strato 
parallel lift-up front fitting 
cat. no. 372.32.931 

6 led 1814  
illuminated glass shelf 
900 mm glass shelf 

cat. no. 833.14.042

7 three-bin waste sorter 
electric 

cat. no. 502.48.116

8 foot pedal for waste sorter 
cat. no. 502.47.183

9 aventos hl Servodrive 
parallel lift-up front fitting 

electric 

cat. no. 372.86.724
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profeSSional and  
efficient in the office.
in the business environment, rational use of space is 
compulsory  – and well though-out storage space 
is voluntary. particularly when it can be precisely based  
onthe requirements of your specific business. 

thiS putS ZeSt into  
Store fixtureS.
rely on the right storage space concept right from the 
start with your store fixtures. Whether you intend to 
present goods to look their best or efficiently and safely 
store items: from a light, airy display made of glass  
to practical, elegant cabinet structures, your possibilities 
are limitless. 

8 Variant S Matrix  
Drawer runner system  
the flexible installation  
system for office cabinets: 
the perfect interior organi-
sation from the drawer  
to the suspension file.  
cat. no. 425.71.902

6 EFL 41 Glass 
sliding door lock  
protect your goods from 
unauthorised access  
without having to lift a finger: 
the dialock electronic 
access control system locks 
and unlocks your drawers 
and doors touchlessly.  
cat. no. 237.56.971

1 variant-f  
pull-out shelf 
cat. no. 424.89.306

2 efl 3 dialock 
furniture lock 
cat. no. 237.56.304

3 variant-f Shelf 
steel 

cat. no. 424.81.356

4 variant-S+ front panel 
support 
cat. no. 425.54.910

5 variant-S+ divider 
cat. no. 429.42.380 

6 variant-c card index 
support 
cat. no. 424.03.350

7 furniture safe 
cat. no. 836.33.026

1 room organisation 
prewall system  
system rail for covering the end 

side, left, 3 m 

cat. no. 778.37.923

2 designer bracket  
depth 280 mm 

cat. no. 778.83.902

3 display rail for glasses 
cat. no. 778.81.491

4 Slido design 25 if g  
Sliding door fitting 
running gear 

cat. no. 415.13.103

5 efl 80 drawer runners, 
full extension

 with dialock electronic lock 

cat. no. 422.91.035
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doorS to be uSed for perfect Storage Space acceSS.
almost as diverse as the interior life of a storage space solution are the possible opening types. 
Sliding doors are in vogue. in addition to the classic sliding doors, there are many other versions 
available to you: pivot sliding doors, folding sliding doors, pivot/slide-in doors and more.

free acceSS, inviSible doorS: 
finetta Spinfront  
60 pivot Sliding door

When closed, only a uniform, homo- 
geneous front can be seen. When open, 
you have free access to the kitchen, 
home office or classic storage space. 
because the pivot sliding doors  
can easily disappear into the cabinet.

22 23
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Storage Space / cabinet doorS

more openneSS: 
move three doorS at once

Silent Aluflex 80 is the name of the 
system, which    with double or triple 
running tracks – can move three doors 
at once. it has never been easier  
to get at the contents of your cabinet.

even in an inclined poSition, 
everYthing iS in balance

Sliding doors that adapt perfectly  
to every incline: for example,  
you can integrate storage space  
under a stairway perfectly into  
your living space. various finishes  
and frame colours guarantee that  
everything fits in terms of appearance.  

open large frontS completelY: 
With folding Sliding doorS

With HAWA-Folding Concepta 25 a few steps  
are enough to transform a flush-fitting closed front,  
up to 2.8 metres wide, into a freely accessible  
kitchen or a home office. the folded sliding doors 
simply disappear into the cabinet.

Slide once, open tWice: 
SYnchronouS door opening

Slide one door, open two: the Slido 
Classic 70 VF A, combined with  
the Synchro unit, opens both centre 
doors simulanteously and provides  
free access to the cabinet interior.  
even at the tap of a finger – if you have 
chosen the e-drive version featuring  
an electric sliding door drive.

gentlY Stop doorS: 
With air friction damper

this idea is anything other than hot air: 
With the Smuso SD air friction damper, 
doors are gently braked, pulled to the 
end position in a smooth way and held 
securely in place. 

diScrete elegance:  
Sliding doorS With fluSh-fitted 
front

is it important to you that your storage 
space solution provides a closed,  
uniform picture? then look forward to 
the flush-fitting EKU Frontino 40 –  
a solution without corners and edges. 

Save Space and energY: 
With lightWeight Sliding doorS

the Slido Classic 20 IF C sliding door 
fitting makes doors run smoothly and 
silently in front of each other and behind 
each other. You can use any space 
comfortably without the opening radius 
of classic doors causing interference.



organiSation can be thiS convenient.
for your convenience, modern storage space solutions are going completely new ways. 
With innovative ideas, like electric flaps, cabinet lifts and pull-out fittings, you can  
experience your organisation as never before. the organizer systems are at the technical 
state-of-the-art, long-lasting, easy to use and offer you a high level of convenience  
day after day.

the cabinet butler. 

anything that is not within reach  
is rarely used. this is changing now:  
at the push of a button, the Cabinet 
Butler 230V IH moves conveniently  
to a height that is within reach,  
even for items that are high up. this 
way, the remotest corner of your 
cabinet also turns into usable space.

the Space Wonder 

how does a cabinet turn into an  
optimum storage cabinet? the Convoy 
Premio larder unit pull-out is a  
mobile shelf that provides free access 
from all sides to storage space for  
dry goods of an entire household with 
its generous amount of space. the convenience flap

now, even large and heavy flaps can be electrically opened and 
closed gently and reliably with the  E-Senso, E-Strato or E-Verso. 
this not only opens up completely new planning options in the  
kitchen, but also in the office, in the bedroom and in the living room.

the peak performer

the wall cabinet lift moves the entire 
supporting surface gently up and down. 
and therefore guarantees that you are 
always at eye-level with the contents of 
your cabinet when you need them.

the reServe table

hidden invisibly and in a space-saving manner behind 
a drawer front panel, the pull-out table goes into 
action when needed. fold down the front panel,  
pull the panel forward – and a table for 4 people that 
is up to 160 cm long is immediately available. 
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put in the right light.
from soft to bright, from cool to warm: light can control moods and change entire  
rooms. even for the optimum storage space solution, the right lighting concept plays 
an important role. 

keep an overvieW

do well-lit storage spaces give you 
bright joy? then you need an effective 
light like the space-saving LOOX LED 
3007 profile light, which is particularly 
suitable for illuminating drawers with its 
built-in infrared sensor.

try out and discover different lighting moods online: with the  
loox visualization tool at www.hafele.com/external/loox

putting furniture into the 
limelight

Would you like your walk-in closet to be 
adequately lit? then, we recommend 
the LED 1057 recess mounted light. 
its cover, with an integrated lens for 
directional lighting, creates a particularly 
high luminous efficacy, without radiating 
a lot of heat. 

create moodS

mood swings have never been so  
welcome before: from extremely 
dimmed to brilliantly bright, with the 
LOOX LED 1101 multi-white recess 
mounted light, your environment is 
immersed seamlessly in any light colour 
required, between warm white and 
daylight white.  

enSure highlightS

the Loox LED 4014 recess mounted 
light with the Loox 2013 LED strip 
light ensures that every product is put 
in its best light in store displays. 

optimum lighting SolutionS

even in the same room, lights can take on  
different functions.  
Comfort light: Warm soft lighting provides a  
cosy atmosphere for watching television, for example. 
Functional light: Spot lighting helps you to find  
the right book and impressively emphasises your 
collections on display.
Mood light: led flexible strip lights provide indirect 
and soft lighting.
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have You thought of everYthing?
You can use the following checklist together with your cabinet maker/joiner as a reminder 
and discussion basis.

You can find more inspiration at  

www.functionality-world.com

area of application

Private

 Wardrobe

 Wardrobe (closet)

 Walk-in closet

 cabinet with guest bed

 living room 

 home office

 utility room

Commercial

 Store fixtures

 office

 laboratory cabinet

 

 

Size of the cabinet
length:   

height:  

depth:

 free standing

 built-in

version and material for the doors
 glass

 Wood

 aluminium frame

 2-leaf            3-leaf            4-leaf

light in the cabinet
 Spotlight                   

 Shelf lighting        

 ambient lighting

 Surface area lighting

 led strip lights

 lighting control by motion detectors

 dimmable

does your cabinet need to be lockable?
 Yes      no

use of the room height
 folding ladder

 Sliding ladder

 Wall unit lift

 Wardrobe lift

interior equipment
 column system                   

 Wire baskets

 Wooden drawers        

 open shelving

 internal drawer boxes with railing

 larder unit pull-outs

 clothes lift

 Wooden       glass       illuminated shelves

 

comfort requirements
 electric sliding doors                   

 electric wall unit lift

 electric flaps        

 lift columns (adjustable working surfaces)

 electric wardrobe lift

 electric tv lift

 

 

 

Specific location
 under the stairs

 Sloping ceiling

 cellar

 for corner applications

cabinet doors
 Sliding door

 hinged door

 folding door

 pivot/sliding door

 for sliding in

 Without doors

cabinet doors
 flaps

 hinged doors

 Sliding doors

 pull-outs
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www.hafele.com

Your cabinet maker/joiner partner


